
Chapter VI 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

A. Conclusion 

There are several conclusions that can be gained referring to the analysis 

result from the previous chapters. The conclusion in this chapter is the 

answers from the questions or problems being stated in the first chapter. The 

conclusions are as follow: 

1. The company is in a good business position, which is in the first quadrant 

on the SWOT analysis. The company faces interesting business 

opportunities for the growth of the company supported by adequate 

business strength. Implication of this result is the company can use an 

aggressive strategy to support the growth strategy. 

2. From the result of SWOT matrix analysis, it can be concluded that the 

company is in the SO alternative strategy position. Implication from the 

result of this analysis is the company can use their business strength to 

gain and take advantage as many as business opportunities they can get. 

3. From the condition above, the company has a possibility to do intensive 

growth strategy by means that the company management must first of all 

learn whether the opportunities exist is really significant and relevant with 
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the company's strength in order to improving the current business work 

performance. 

B. Recommendation 

1. From the potention that the company has from the SWOT analysis, growth 

strategy can be done, which can be used to accelerate company's growth from 

the side of sales, asset or even profit. Growth strategy that can be done is by 

using intensive growth strategy. To be able to execute the intensive growth 

strategy, the management must first learn whether there are significant and 

really relevant opportunities with the company's strength in order to increase 

current business work performance: first, the company will consider, is the 

company can gain bigger market segment with the current product in the 

market (market penetration strategy). And then, they consider whether they 

can find or develop a new potential market for the current market (Market 

development strategy). After that, they consider whether they can invent new 

potential product for the current market (product development strategy). 

2. In addition, the company can also use SO alternative strategy set. This 

strategy is made based on the company's vision and mission, which is to use 

all their strength to take advantage of the opportunities the company has. In 

the case of PT. Kosoema Nanda Putra Klaten , is by keeping the increasing 

market segment by taking advantage from the citizen composition and the 

current province economic potency, maintaining a better product quality from 
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its competitor which is relatively lower, fixing production system, quality 

control, efficiency and product technology system development by making 

advantage of the government policies supporting in the textile and export 

sector and making price level adaptation by seeing the competition structure 

in the ,market and the quality of the competitor's product 
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